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Abstra t: An analysis is performed to assess the e a y of ion y lotron heating (ICH)
for a small-s ale ele trodeless thruster with water vapor as its propellant. Ion heating and
onversion of perpendi ular to parallel energy are aptured using 3D parti le traje tory
simulations. Cal ulations are performed to ouple the magneti eld strength, devi e
radius, and antenna length. Analysis of a 10 entimeter diameter ICH stage is presented.
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= magneti eld strength
= distan e between parallel plate ele trodes
= diele tri onstant
= ion y lotron energy
= ele tri eld strength
= urrent
= spe i impulse
= a eleration due to gravity
= mass
= permeability of free spa e
= number of y lotron os illations
= numbers of turns of wire
= ele tron density
= ele tri eld phase
= plasma shielding parameter
= radius
= magneti eld (mirror) ratio
= time
= thi kness of wire
= ele tron temperature
= ion temperature
= potential dieren e
= ele tron y lotron frequen y
= ion y lotron frequen y
= ele tron plasma frequen y
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I.

Introdu tion

E

le trodeless plasma thrusters oer the potential for high spe i impulse propulsion without the
need for life-limiting athodes and a elerating grids. The absen e of metal ele trodes in the plasma
environment allows for a wide range of potential propellants, in luding oxygen- ontaining mole ular gases.
There has been extensive resear h on the performan e of these systems in a single-stage onguration both
with traditional noble gases13 and with mole ular gas47 propellants. Despite the additional loss me hanisms
introdu ed by mole ular propellants, spe i impulses in ex ess of 1000 se onds have been measured and
thrust e ien ies omparable with noble gas operation are predi ted. However these theoreti al al ulations
predi t a maximum thrust e ien y of approximately 30% in a traditional onguration, regardless of
propellant type, and not far above 50% with an upstream magneti mirror added to redu e wall losses.1, 7, 8
While the thrust e ien ies of the single-stage system are greatly improved by the addition of an upstream
magneti mirror, the above (idealized) results are still below many state-of-the-art Hall thrusters and ion
engines.9 Thus, the performan e gains that an be realized through the addition of an a eleration stage
are investigated. An ele trodeless a eleration stage is preferred due to the grid degradation that would be
expe ted in a oxygen- ontaining plasma environment for propellants su h as water vapor. Water vapor is
the propellant of interest for the present analysis due to its prevalen e throughout the solar system and ease
of storability. The a eleration me hanism investigated here is ion y lotron heating (ICH).
The appli ation of ion y lotron heating to plasma propulsion has been demonstrated in the VASIMR
system10 to ee tively in rease the thrust energy of the exhaust by resonantly heating the ions. The ions
gain a large rotational energy, whi h is onverted to translational energy due to onservation of the magneti
moment as the plasna expands through a diverging magneti nozzle. The VASIMR group has demonstrated
the e a y of ion y lotron heating for a range of propellants (H2 , D2 , Ar) and have demonstrated thrust
e ien y in ex ess of 70% at high power levels (200 kW).11 The goal of this analysis is to assess the s alability
of this pro ess for a small s ale, moderate power water-propelled thruster.
The present work builds on a preliminary zero-D analysis12 that predi ted the overall thrust e ien y for
a range of ICH energies and onning magneti eld strengths, for both argon and water propellants. In this
preliminary analysis, power uxes upstream, to the lateral walls, and out the thruster exit were ompared
to the exhaust beam power (diagram in Fig. 1). This analysis relied on simplifying assumptions su h as
monoenergeti ions, radially uniform densities and velo ities, and 100% e ient ICH energy deposition and
onversion. Despite its limited delity, the zero-D model revealed onstraints on ICH operating regimes and
an upper limit on energy deposition for a given axial magneti eld strength and hamber radius. This
analysis revealed that there should exist an optimum downstream mirror ratio (Rm,2 ) for a given upstream
mirror ratio (Rm,1 ), spe i impulse, and ele tron temperature that maximizes e ien y. If the mirror ratios
are xed (e.g. Rm,1 = αRm,2 ), there should exist an ICH energy (εICH ) that maximizes thrust e ien y.

Figure 1.12Diagram of harged parti le uxes in a two-stage ele trodeless plasma thruster employed in a thrust e ien y
analysis.

The present analysis seeks to better apture the physi s of the se ond stage heating and a eleration
through 3D parti le traje tory modeling. The system parameters (magneti mirror ratios, ICH energy)
from the zero-D model are used as inputs in the present analysis and impli ations for heating e ien y are
predi ted. In future work, the parti le traje tory model presented here will be used to narrow down the
design spa e for e ient implementation of ion y lotron heating at a small s ale. On e a design point has
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been sele ted, the system will be modeled using parti le-in- ell methods to apture intera tions between
plasma parti les and external ele tri and magneti elds.
II.
II.A.

Magneti

Methodology

Field Model

A strong axial magneti eld is required for ion heating and onnement. The 3D omponents of the
magneti eld are al ulated in the simulation domain using a Biot-Savart solver implemented in MATLAB. Azimuthal urrent densities and wire dimensions are spe ied and the Biot-Savart law is numeri ally
~ x).
integrated over dis retized urrent segments to al ulate B(~
The enterline axial magneti eld strength in the heating region is onstrained by:
1. Spe ied strength ratios between the ICH eld and the upstream mirror eld identied in the zero-D
analysis
2. Properties of state-of-the-art high temperature super ondu ting (HTS) tape
It is important that the magneti eld at the upstream wall be higher than the magneti eld in the ICH
system so that the plasma preferentially ows downstream toward the exit. In the previous analysis, several
magneti eld strength ratios were evaluated. Ea h ratio is dened with respe t to the magneti eld in
the plasma generation region, as dened in Fig. 2. For the 10 m radius ase previously onsidered, thrust
e ien y over 80% was predi ted with the magneti eld ratios Rm,1 = 20 and Rm,2 = 10. Thus these ratios
are hosen to onstrain the ICH stage magneti eld strength for the present analysis.

Figure 2. This diagram shows the three distin t magneti eld regions and denes the mirror ratios, Rm,1 and Rm,2 .

The magneti eld, Bwall , that reates the upstream magneti mirror is hosen to be the maximum eld
that an be reated using urrently available HTS tape.13 It is assumed that the magneti eld is generated
using a multi-turn urrent loop with the inner radius set equal to the minimum bend radius of the wire
(rmin = 5 mm), arrying the maximum super ondu ting urrent at 77 K (I = 300A). This wire an be made
in lengths up to 500 m,14 thus the number of turns in the urrent loop is al ulated under this onstraint.
The thi kness, twire , of the wire is 0.1 mm.
The magneti eld on axis at the enter of the urrent loop an be approximated using Eq. (1).
Bcenter ≈

µ0 I
2r̄

(1)

with r̄ = (rmin + nturns t/2).
The maximum magneti eld upstream is thus estimated to be 3.5 T. Note that the a tual eld ould be
redu ed from this value due to (1) the need to operate below the riti al urrent to remain super ondu ting
and (2) the ee ts of magneti elds at the wire lo ation on the riti al urrent value.15
Using the mirror ratios dened above, we thus require a enterline magneti eld strength of approximately 1.75 T in the ICH se tion. The ICH magneti eld should be onstant under the antenna to
3
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maintain resonan e at the ion y lotron frequen y. Thus the eld should be generated with an HTS solenoid
or Helmholtz oils (the latter only if the devi e radius and antenna length are of omparable dimensions).
The relationship between ICH eld strength and antenna will be dis ussed in Se tion II.D.
Examples of both a solenoid and Helmholtz oil eld for a 5 m radius ICH hamber are shown in
Fig. 3. It will be interesting in future analysis to ompare the e ien y of both heating and magneti nozzle
expansion in these two magneti eld ongurations.

(a) Magneti eld generated by solenoid of 5 m inner ra- (b) Magneti eld generated by Helmholtz oils of 5 m
dius, 7.5 m length, and 55 layers of wire arrying 300 A. inner radius with 500 layers of wire arrying 300 A, lo ated
7.5 m apart.
Figure 3. Comparison of ICH magneti elds generated by (a) solenoid and (b) Helmholtz oil ongurations.

II.B.

Ele tri

Field Model

Despite the depi tion of the ICH antenna in Figs. 1 and 2 as heli al, the ele tri eld implemented for
these al ulations is a tually more simplied. A uniform, linearly polarized ele tri eld is implemented for
this analysis. The a elerating ele tri eld is modeled as the 1D ele tri eld between two parallel plates
separated by a distan e, d ≈ 2r, with a potential dieren e, V0 , os illating at the ion y lotron frequen y.
For the sele ted magneti eld strength, the va uum ele tromagneti wavelength ( 2πc
ωci ) is 33 meters and
thus mu h larger than the devi e radius. Additionally, assuming the strong magneti eld in reases the skin
depth beyond the size of the radius, a 1D, ele trostati approximation may be applied.16
Plasma shielding of the ele tri eld is a ounted for using the model developed by Matsuoka.17 In this
model, the plasma is separated into 3 regions with dierent diele tri properties, as depi ted in Fig. 4. The
diele tri onstant of the bulk plasma is given by the perpendi ular omponent of the old plasma diele tri
tensor, where ωpe is the ele tron plasma frequen y and ωce is the ele tron y lotron frequen y. Poisson's
equation is solved a ross all three regions to nd the ele tri eld inside the plasma.

Figure 4. This diagram shows the three plasma regions between parallel plate ele trodes.

The ele tri eld inside the plasma an then be related to the va uum ele tri eld (Evac = V0 /d) as
given in Eq. (2), through the non-dimensional shielding parameter, q , whi h depends on the plasma and
4
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ele trode properties.
Ep = E0

 √

2 1+q−1
q

(2)

When q ≪ 1, the ele tri eld within the plasma is indistinguishable from the va uum eld reated by
parallel plates. The shielding parameter is al ulated for a range of parameters that ould be expe ted in
the ICH stage and the results are shown in Fig. 5. In the strong magneti eld ase, the shielding parameter
remains negligible for all plasma densities. Thus, a ording to this model, the parallel plate ele tri eld
should fully penetrate the plasma. The ele tri eld in the region under the antenna is therefore modeled as
a spatially uniform and sinusoidally time-varying eld of arbitrary phase, φ0 , between parallel plates lo ated
at the radial edges of the plasma (Eq. (3)).
~ x, t) = V0 cos(ωci t + φ0 )ŷ
E(~
d

(3)
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Figure 5. Shielding parameter for magneti eld strengths of 100 Gauss (solid lines) and 1 Tesla (dotted lines) for a
range of ele tri eld strengths and plasma densities.
II.C.

Parti le Traje tory Model

The traje tories of individual test parti les are al ulated throughout the ICH heating and magneti
nozzle regions. The inputs to the traje tory model are the parti le's initial onditions (x~0 , v~0 ), the external
ele tri eld in the solution domain, and the magneti eld prole. The parti le traje tory is al ulated
via numeri al integration using the Boris Method.18 In this ase, the only for es that a t on the parti les
on e they enter the ICH stage are due to the applied ele tri and magneti elds. No for es due to internal
plasma elds nor pressure gradients are aptured.
II.D.

Simulation Constraints and Input Parameters

The strength of the ele tri eld, magneti eld, and the antenna length are oupled through the desired
performan e parameters. The pro ess by whi h ea h parameter is determined for the simulation is outlined
below:
1.

The desired spe i impulse, Isp and devi e radius, r, are spe ied.
Water ions (H2 O+ ) are assumed in this analysis as they are expe ted to be the predominant ion
generated in the upstream dis harge.7 The desired nal kineti energy is al ulated from the Isp :

Performan e Parameters:

5
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KEf =

2.

1
2 2
mi Isp
g
2

(4)

The antenna must have an axial extent that allows a plasma ion to omplete
several y lotron revolutions as it passes through. As a starting point, ten revolutions are required.
This allows for any initial phase dieren e between the in oming ion velo ity ve tor and the ele tri
eld to be orre ted within the rst few y les and then several y les of maximally e ient heating
when aligned. This parameter may be adjusted and optimized through future analyses. It is assumed
that the ions travel a ross the onstant
q magneti eld region (representing the throat of a magneti
e
nozzle) at their a ousti speed (v0|| = eT
mi ).
Antenna Length:

The antenna length, Lant , is thus given by:

Lant = 10



2π
ωci



(5)

v0||

This is also the length over whi h the magneti eld should be approximately onstant and thus
determines the solenoid length (or Helmholtz oil sizing). For this analysis, an ele tron temperature
of 5 eV is assumed, whi h leads to an antenna length of 3.4 m.
3.

Field: The strength of the ele tri eld required to heat the parti les an be related to the
the desired nal kineti energy, the number of y les under the antenna, and the antenna frequen y. A
simple expression for the ele tri eld an be derived for the ase where the parti le and ele tri eld
are in phase at the start of the antenna region:

Ele tri

εICH =


1
2π
2
= eEp (
)
mi vf2 ⊥ − v0⊥
2
ωci



vf ⊥ − v0⊥
N

Z

N

cos2 (2πN ′ )N ′ dN ′

(6)

0

where N is the number of revolutions ompleted by the parti le while transiting the heating region.
Note that for the onditions analyzed in this study, phase-mat hing is typi ally a hieved within two
periods of os illation.
When vf ⊥ ≫ v0⊥ , v0|| , Eq. 6 an be simplied to solve for E0 as a fun tion of the desired Isp (vf ⊥ ≈
Isp g ). Re all that in this ase, E0 = Ep = Vd0 .
E0 ≈

BICH Isp g
4π



N
α(N )



(7)

with α(N ) = 0N cos2 (2πN ′ )N ′ dN ′ .
A plot of the resulting spe i impulse as a fun tion of the ele tri eld a ross the plates is shown in
Fig. 6, for three dierent antenna sizes. The middle antenna length, 3.4 m, orresponds to N = 10
y les when the parti le enters in phase with the ele tri eld.
R

4.

Magneti

Field: A time-invariant magneti eld that is approximately onstant in the heating region
an be generated using a solenoid or Helmholtz oils. The oil urrent, number of turns, and axial extent
are spe ied and the 3D omponents of the magneti eld are al ulated throughout the simulation
domain. For the present analysis, the solenoid magneti eld shown in Fig. 3(a) is used.

5.

Parti le Traje tory:

Initial onditions are spe ied for ea h parti le at the beginning
q of the ICH
region. The parti les are assumed to have an initial perpendi ular velo ity, vi⊥,0 = eTmi,0
where
i
Ti,0 = 0.025 eV. Cases are evaluated where the parti le velo ity is both in and out of phase with the
ele tri eld when entering the antenna region to assess the inuen e of phasing on heating e ien y.
The parti le traje tory is integrated out to 7.5 m past the last magneti eld oil in these analyses,
although the solution domain ould be easily extended further.
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Figure 6. Spe i impulse as a fun tion of os illating ele tri eld strength for three dierent antenna lengths.
III.

Results

The simulated parti le traje tory is shown in Fig. 7 for the input parameters spe ied in Table 1. The
evolution of the parti le's perpendi ular velo ity as it traverses the ICH region is also shown in Fig. 8. The
parti les simulated in this ase start approximately on axis (oset by the parti le's initial Larmor radius).
Table 1. Simulation parameters: on-axis, in-phase
BICH

Te

Lant

z0,ant

1.68 T

5 eV

3.4 m

2.05 m

Desired Isp

5000 s

E0

~x0

~v0

3000 V/m

(0, 56.8, 0) µm

(-365, 0, 5160) m/s

Figure 7. Traje tory tra ed out by a harged water ion with simulation parameters listed in Table 1. Magneti eld
ontour and streamlines are shown in the ba kground.

A se ond parti le is simulated for this ase with initial onditions that are phase-shifted 180o from the
previous parti le. The nal in rease in total kineti energy for the in-phase parti le diers from that of
the out-of-phase parti le by less than 0.1 %. Therefore we on lude that for these onditions, the ee t of
parti le phasing is negligible.
At the nal simulation time, the parallel velo ity of the parti le is 44,350 m/s. If the parti le were able
7
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Particle Velocity & Electric Field Evolution
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Figure 8. Plot of evolution of harged water ion velo ity for simluation parameters listed in Table 1.

to follow the magneti eld line until all perpendi ular kineti energy ould be onverted to parallel energy,
the parti le Isp would be 4870 s. The Isp falls short of the 5000 s design point be ause of imperfe t RF
energy absorption.
The Larmor radius of the parti le as a fun tion of z-position is shown in Fig. 9. At the end of the
simulated region, the magneti eld is still quite high (2030 Gauss) and the Larmor radius has grown to only
1.6 m. Future analyses will in lude traje tory al ulations for parti les at the radial edges of the plasma to
assess the ee ts of both wall losses and magneti eld divergen e on e ien y.
2
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Figure 9. Evolution of the Larmor radius as the parti le traverses the ICH stage into the magneti nozzle region.

IV.

Con lusions and Future Work

A tool has been developed to study the traje tories of plasma parti les in the ion y lotron resonan e
heating stage of an ele trodeless plasma thruster. Externally applied ele tri and magneti elds are spe ied
in the simulation region. The position and velo ity of the harged parti le, a water ion in this ase, is
integrated a ross the simulation domain for a set of initial onditions. The kineti energy absorption and
onversion of perpendi ular to parallel velo ity are aptured through these al ulations.
A test ase for a parti le starting at the enterline of the thruster is presented. Future work will inlude expansion to parti les at all starting radial lo ations. The results ould be generalized to a thruster
8
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onguration by in orporating ommon radial density distributions for ele trodeless thrusters.
Further development of the model should take into a ount ollisions between water ions and ba kground
plasma and neutral spe ies. Traje tory modeling will be used to perform s aling studies, whereas more
omplex parti le-in- ell or magnetohydrodynami methods will be required to properly model ele tri eld
penetration and ion plume deta hment for hosen designs.
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